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About This Game

Help! A canary is lost! Was it the cat who ate it?

No, it was a kidnapping! Now our brave Grandmother and her funny cat Leonardo have to find out who has kidnapped the little
canary Twiggy and why he has done it. The criminal should be very careful: our Grandmother is a former detective, she knows

how to investigate difficult cases.

Join Grandmother and Leonardo in their search for evidence and help them to catch the criminal! You will have to deal with
multitude of ghosts and mysterious events.

Come join the investigation!

Key features:

Unique combination of Match-3 and Hidden Object

Colorful ghosts of different characters

Tons of available boosters and special elements

210 levels of pure pleasure

Adorable main characters you’ll certainly fall in love with!
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Challenging obstacles

Plot full of twists and turns
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Amazing and addictive game! It hits you right in the feels with all the winks at vintage games :'), and also provides a great
gaming experience. I fully recommend it.. Nitroplus has the best character design in my opinion. For Sodapoppin... $0.99
meme. I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. Port of Call is a short and semi emotinal game you can play and beat in under 1\/2 an hour qurky graphics
but none the less a good play. A great game for your gambling fix coming back from vegas.. Good Game - [3\/10]. Its ok. I feel
like they could have put more effort into this one. I really do not like the bell. The horn is pretty good but it's used on so many
other US diesels that I would think they would have gone with something different for a change. It also does not come with any
scenarios. I do like the way it pulls and looks, it's just the sounds that dissappoint me really.
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The Divine Paradox is a RPG maker game with an estimated various
plot twisted dialect spinoff of a time dimension of
different timelines!

You got through 3 advanced worlds!First being the kingdom era!Then
the chinese folkworld!And finally the Outer Space complex plus if you count
the flourished recovery final boss which is a major disappointment!

Its not a bad game,their's many nationwide efforts to be incredible
in some heirloom choices!

But overall this game is a verify once-common RPG maker game to be played
once and thats ultimately it!

I give this game a 8.6\/10 its fun for combing through flipped
surfaces but the game never dives into a fantastic storyline and its
ripped to the shred plant as not to be played again love the burrito master. they changed alot since early access, its quite boring..
Evolution RTS is one of many RTS built on the Spring engine. It's also one of the more casual games in the bunch.
For me it is much less stressful than your average RTS. Battles are relatively quick, fun, and flashy. It may share some
similarities with other games in the TA vein, but it is not nearly as long winded as some can get.

It has some rough edges, yes, but give it time. It is very playable as is but with the amount of feedback it's getting (more than
ever before) it will be even better shortly. Forboding Angel (the main dev) is a dedicated individual and I'm sure he is loving the
chance to make a game you can also easily enjoy.

As a side note: If you're an RTS fan and this game didn't catch your fancy; Turn off the filter in the match lobby to check out
the other spring RTS games. One of them might be what you're looking for.
. The puzzle mechanic is somewhat interesting, but not enough to make you want to spend any time with it beyond achievement-
whoring. But if it does hook you enough, there is a level editor.. Pay to play.
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